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About This Game

After narrowly escaping the ship of spirits, Coast Guard Officer Alexis and her friends find themselves lost at sea in a life raft.
A sudden storm shipwrecks them on an island, and the Mayans living there demand retribution for the artifact stolen from them
centuries earlier. Alexis must return the artifact to its rightful place in the ancient temple before the Spirit of the Volcano causes

the entire island to break apart. A young girl may be their best hope to appease it, but a shadow from their past could bring
about their doom – and can they stop the evil poacher from escaping his fate? Join the crew and save the island from destruction

in Mayan Prophecies: Cursed Island, a thrilling Hidden-Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay chapter
Bonus Mahjong gameplay

Achievements
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mayan prophecies cursed island collector's edition

2 ugly corvettes \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. really solid 'war of the worlds' simple planetary expansion
game.

+good onboarding videos, really nice to see the gameplay explained with gameplay
+solid strategy and easy to understand.. often a hard balance to hit, kudos
+good use of the \u2018included\u2019 vive controller buttons to maximize engagement, grip is so often ignored.

-I Would LOVE to see online multiplayer... would greatly increase the replayability.. A basketball management game that we all
needed.. It's a bit clunky to be quite honest.
Little to no momentum in your jumps when you need it but at least the controls are responsive.
The combat is bland but it's suitable for what the game is going for.
However, the game has cool mechanics in my hot opinion even if the combat is lacking.
The bosses aren't too bad if you have a weapon other than your default.
Also, you can't go back to previous levels if you say, need a dino or a better weapon to beat that level you're stuck on.
Final boss is almost impossible without items, so don't blow your load right before.

7\/10. Even the tutorial does not work!
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Not what i had expected. Clunky controls, unresponsive units. Game is quite tedious.

I can usually get past that, i don't mind slow and hard-to-learn strategy games. But it's just not responsive nor is it any fun, and
frankly, i find the tactical value to be lackluster due to unavailible options for unit behaviour. (infantry only hit the dirt when
under fire instead of ordering them to do so before they are under fire, for example) your units also act clunky and units are
unresponsive, especially for tank and gun crews, which is my biggest issue. I am well aware that the game creates a somewhat
realistic factor by having a delay in orders and units acting sort-of by themselves, but often at times it seems like my soldiers
have a death-wish by simply deciding to hit the dirt right in the middle of a killzone, or tanks refusing to turn the right direction
when under fire.

There are also a number of more 'hidden' factors in the game, such as morale, but i couldn't find it. Armor and penetration
values for guns and ammo also only displayed the moment when i really started searching for them. While ammo penetration
and armor resilience are displayed, they are only done so pre-game when assembling forces and in the encyclopedia. If you
happen to stumble upon a tank in-game, you're just gonna have to guess or know these statistics beforehand - which is just silly.

The tutorial is practically nonexistant and explains nothing. While that's usually not too much of an issue for me (i dont mind
googling, watching YT vids to get my information) it is still frustrating nonetheless.

I do applaud the creators for trying, the genre is kind of a niche and i really enjoy the setting and the armchair-general genre as a
whole, but Theatre of War is just one big dissapointment. I recommend avoiding it.

I recommend picking up Men of War: Assault Squad instead. Not only is it more accessible, it's also got far more depth than
Theatre of War, along with excellent sound effects, better graphics, immersion, and an active modding\/multiplayer community.
And most importantly: Unit behaviour and responsiveness works - unlike Theatre of War.. Mount is so cute :p. I paid $.17 for
this game, then paid around $3 for all the badges. Because it's my current favorite game.

Pro's:
- It has a nice story
- It's cheap, especially on sale
- It's fun, no grinding
- Multiple endings
- Achievments are pretty easy to get
- It's supporting an indie developer
- The dev is revamping it so it'll be better than it already is

Con's:
- It crashes, how many times and how often differs
- It ends, I didn't want it to

So in all, it depends what you're into, and what you're expecting. I'm going to give it, 9.5/10, It would have a perfect score,
except it has potential to crash. This game ♥♥♥♥ing sucks.. About the ongoing PDS-"support", which is feeded by a DLC like
this one: Brace yourself for the PDS-RELEASE-STRATEGY: At a given date (to fit our schedule), we insist, that we release
what we've done so far (aka a gamble, whether an "update" is complete or not) and regardless of its quality (aka an additional
gamble, whether the same "update" is a buggy and unoptimized mess or not). Brace yourself for the (following) PDS-PATCH-
STRATEGY: At a given date (to fit our schedule), we insist, that we end to TRY to patch (complete, fix and optimize) as little
as possible in regards to our latest "update" ...

Machine Empires: You should know, that the V1.0-base-game had already robots, droids and synths, but they were such a
skeleton \/ joke of a "finished" feature, that PDS had made this (separated) DLC as the actual \/ serious approach.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/OiyaMAlurFM

Very nice and interesting tower defense game. Good design and full of fun. hardcore parkour simulator. i really wish i wasnt
stupid and wasted $10 on this 3 years ago. oh well.... Out of the top five games of my childhood, this is the third. This game
shortly came out after the Disney movie Treasure Planet. As a kid I loved this movie, it combined space and pirates! When the
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game came out I went nuts. Sadly, Battle at Procyon never started a series of games, which could have happened. In my opinion,
the developers nailed this game, simply, a masterpiece.

Pros:
-Great storyline (for a game at that time)
-Pirates
-Space... Ships? (instead of battling through space from the future, you battle with ships from the past  Man-o-War, Iron Clad,
etc. )
-Lengthy missions, where it is entirely possible to just explore the map.  12 missions 
-Skirmish mode
-Surprising textures for a game from the early 2000's
-The ships actually take damage instead of static textures!

Cons:
-Cheesy voice acting (adds more humor to the game in my opinion)
-I had some performance issues with Windows 7; glitchy mouse (would stutter at times when precision was needed), and some
broken textures in max resolution. These were fixed when I ran the game in XP compatibility mode, and then running the game
in XP
-Multiplayer is pretty much dead. If I remember correctly, there is a LAN mode for skirmishing
-Unfortunately, there is no windowed mode but that is only a nit-pick

Bottom line: Nostalgia! If you can get this game on sale, buy it. I love this game, and I am sure I will come back to it now that I
have the digital version.. The game is not that bad. It can be annoying to pick units sometimes, But most of the heros are great
all around. I recommend this game because of it a surpiseing game a times
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